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No, not yet, but…
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• Cool URIs: your webmaster? https://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/URI
• URN: your national library?
• DOI: a non-profit organization?
• PURL: ”OCLC and Internet Archive work together to ensure future 
sustainability of Persistent 
URLs”https://www.oclc.org/en/news/releases/2016/201623dublin.html
• …
Long term preservation of linked metadata 
(and contents behind the links)?
• Are you publishing your metadata only or also as linked data?
• Do you store flat metadata (or labels + links) for preservation
purposes?
• Are you storing linked data in your (closed) preservation system?
Long term preservation of linked metadata 
(and contents behind the links)?
• Are you allowed to store (=make copies of) the contents behind links?
• GDPR: Issues with personal data (right to be forgotten etc)
• Should you make updates to the descriptive metadata of AIP 
packages ?
• Or store basic metadata with identifiers (in SIPs) to later link
dissemination packages with living, linked and updated metadata?
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